
Plant Something MA (PSMA) has developed this Social Media Guide to help

our members understand social media basics and to strengthen their ability 

to attract new followers and customers, and gain overall exposure. 

The most important task on any social media platform is to like/follow and

engage with PSMA and other MFGA and MNLA members to increase your audience

by commenting, sharing and liking posts. Well thought out comments can start

conversations and engage customers. In addition, PSMA and other members

will see your comments and may also end up following you.

PSMA welcomes your engagement with our social media efforts.

By following and interacting with PSMA and other MNLA or MFGA member pages you will increase

your presence on social media. Over time this will also provide you with content from other member

and PSMA posts, and start conversations and interaction with users who will get to know your business.

Encourage your staff to like/follow you on social media platforms and share/retweet and engage

with your profile for additional exposure. Having several employees connect with your account(s)

will help build a growing audience/fan base. Consider giving staff members prizes for the most

thoughtful posts/tweets or for the staff member who interacts the most with the company’s social

media accounts.

Posting regularly or at least once a week will give your audience more opportunities to engage with

your business. Posting at least once or twice per day works but it is suggested you experiment and

see what is ideal for your business. Be sure your content is relevant and aim for a balance that

means your followers will welcome your messages.

Your content will have an edge if you tap into trends. For example, post content relating to news

stories, holiday celebrations, the weather etc. You can also take advantage of social media trends

such as Throwback Thursday (#tbt). By doing this you will appear more relevant, you will be exposed

to new people browsing for related content and your posts are more likely to be shared.

Extend your reach by using http://hashtagify.me/ to find the strongest hashtags like #flowers or

#garden. String them together to focus on your audience. 

Most importantly, be sure to reciprocate when a member of PSMA follows you so that everyone benefits.

HELP YOUR BUSINESS + PLANT SOMETHING

MAKE CONNECTIONS ON SOCIAL MEDIA
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Facebook makes it easy to quickly show customers what your business is all about. Offer basic info like your

location, current hours, contact, and web address. Add big, beautiful photos and post the latest news and 

happenings. List your services and display products, so customers can do business with you faster.

All page admins must have a personal account that is associated

to your business page. When liking PSMA and other members, 

it is important to do so via both page types. Personal page likes

make posts appear in your personal news feed to easily find

things to Like, Share and Comment on as your business. Liking 

a page as your business supports that Facebook page and is 

another way for people to find PSMA, other members and, most

importantly, your business when other businesses reciprocate

your following.

It is not possible to Comment, Like or Share your business posts personally if you use the Facebook app on

your smartphone. If you do that, it will only share it as your business page and cause the post to show up

twice in your business’s timeline. To avoid duplication, log into

Facebook via an Internet browser on your device. There, you

have the option (see right) to Comment, Like or Share as your

personal page or as any other business page that you manage. 

Like Twitter and Instagram, @username mentions and #hashtags can now be used on Facebook. When you

start typing an @mention, a drop down menu appears. By clicking on the appropriate account, the business

name will replace the @mention. An example of a comment would be “Great @plantsomethingMA gardening

tip.” Hashtags are used the same as other social media platforms where they are searchable by users.

With only 140 characters, it is important to determine who you are and who your aren’t. 

Establish a “voice” and keep it consistent.

Tag PSMA or another member on Twitter by using the @ symbol along with their username as a way to

“mention” their account. To do this in a tweet, type in @ and begin to type the name of the page. A drop

down menu will appear with relevant pages, whether you already follow them or not. Using @ to mention 

a Twitter user is worthwhile as the @username becomes a link to that user’s page. Use @plantsomethngma.

Hashtags are also used on Twitter to enable users to search for tweets. Using appropriate hashtags for your

#business can increase exposure and help gain followers by making it easier to find you. Use #plantsomethingma.

If your intention is to call out a specific Twitter user, the @username mention is the best choice.

Instagram is a great place to post photos of plants you are excited about, projects you’ve just completed, and

any other photos that show off your business. This app is a millennial favorite and the fastest growing platform.

Unlike Twitter and Facebook, Instagram does not offer full access on a desktop computer. To truly manage

your account you will need to log in on a smartphone or tablet. Like Twitter, @username mentions and

#hashtags are used in the same way as noted above. Use #plantsomethingma.

Specific to Instagram is the ability to share posts directly to Facebook or Twitter. Simply click the 

ellipsis (…) above the image posted and a drop down list will appear to share, copy the URL, and even to

send the link directly to someone via text message.

Following and engaging with PSMA and other members’ Instagram pages makes it easy to populate a list of

posts that can be shared to your own Instagram account. Sharing posts is not directly built into the app but you

can either take a screengrab and credit the original source, or use an additional app like “Repost for Instagram.”
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To Like a page as your business, click the "More” drop down.

To select how you Like, Share or Comment select the
appropriate page option from the drop Down.


